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dam Krassovski is a lonely and forgotten man. Isolated and shut up in what 
seems to be a laboratory, he is obsessed with saving everything in fear of  

losing control over his life and losing himself. One evening, one day, his manic bubble 
is disturbed by the apparition of Eva Dagaran. An intangible, uncanny and shifting 
being, perhaps a pure projection of Adams mind.

Why is Eva coming to Adam tonight? describes a man who is about to perish. 
Placed as voyeurs in front of spy mirrors, the audience is drawn into a  
psychadelic voyage of the confused and tumultuous mind of our antihero. It is an 
expedition formulated as a diary that reflects his inner thoughts, a plunge as strange 
as absurd, to the bottom of his dreams, nightmares and memories.

The play is written collectively and is inspired by Andreï Tarkovskij’s “Stalker”.  
A search of time that has stopped, a form of theatre that plays with images and 
atmospheres, something impapable, something that tickles the mind... 

A graphic novel written in parallel with the play accompanies every representation.
The story is a free adaptation and can be read indenpendently, but also as a 
complement to the play.

A





In search of time that has stopped...

We live in an era where the demand for reachability is chronic. A demand for faster  
delivery from all the domains of life, a race without a winner in imbalance to the individual 
time-concept. A race with rules dictated from the outside, rhythmed by society’s asthmatic 
pursuit of efficiency and a higher work pace. 

To face this, we want to create a theatre form that captures the feeling that the time has 
stopped. We want to crystallize and give a concrete form of the moment, the now and 
dissect and twist the comprehension of what time really is.
A theatre form that confronts the audience with a reality that stands beside, in the out-
skirts.
A reality that alludes more to a feeling, a sensation than something that can be under-
stood. A kind of a “language of the senses”.

Moreover, we want to use this material to question our relation to reality by trying to 
transcribe the staggering feeling when looking upon its complexity and density.

We use the following tools to work through the material : 

- The stage set is built up as a TV-Reality show : The audience sits in front of a closed 
box and looks through spy mirrors into a room. The audience becomes voyeurs facing a  
physical “fourth wall”.

- Repetitions and distortions of sequences, ellipses, slow-motion, playback : We use and 
play with several cinematographic and theatrical procedures and techniques to create 
the feeling of time that is being distorted, extended or contracted.





Three protagonists...

The project is based on three entities, or rather “beings”. These independent enteties are 
intricately woven together. A kind of a schizophrene triangualation that vibrates around 
the same core.

The Space
The space is alive and shifting. It is the room where Adam lives in, but it also represents his 
mental space.  As well as the Zone in Tarkovski’s “Stalker”, it is a secured place, forgotten
and supernatural. A living entity. It is the place where the reality of Adam meet/confronts 
with an other reality.

Adam
Adam is imprisoned in his own personal relation to time : As if he was petrified in a time 
bubble. He is above all lonely, very lonely in his brain office. To face his deep loneliness, 
Adam tries at all costs to preserve the moment in order to not forget himself, or worse, to 
simply disappear : he archives each moment, each gesture, each thought. He is stuck in 
his own memories, stuck in an inner monologue with himself, stuck in his ruminations.

Eva
Eva ? She has not been created from one of Adam’s ribs; she is the manifestation of his 
memories and shifts and changes gradually according to Adam’s mood and imagination.
Eva is the human equivalent to the space and the personification of Adam’s third  
“physicality”. But at the contrary to the latter one, Eva is multifaceted and therefor she 
disturbs the linear existens of Adam. 
She is an extract of Adam’s subconsciousness, she expresses a time and realty that are 
multiple : she is “the death”, a clever scientist or a seducing stranger... She is a guide, a 
stalker : she takes Adam to the outer limits of his inner being.
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